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Tweet of the Month:
“Min Vol is an all-weather strategy that is timely in any investing climate, and that serves well as a complement to 
a core holdings strategy”

With the stock market racing to new highs, most mainstream investors are looking at staying aboard this 
galloping bull. Even while riding the rally, however, some investors are investigating end-of-rally strategies. 
Minimum volatility, or “Min Vol,” is perceived as falling into that defensive category. We believe, however, that 
Min Vol is an all-weather strategy that is timely in any investing climate, and that serves well as a comple-
ment to a core holdings strategy. Academic literature and historic returns indicate that Min Vol can deliver 
market-matching returns on an absolute basis and superior returns on a risk-adjusted basis across the 
market cycle.

What is Min Vol?
In simple terms, Min Vol is defined as an investing strategy seeking to deliver market-like exposure and 
returns with less-than-market risk. Min Vol is designed to provide asset protection in a steady to rising 
market. But investors really count on Min Vol to provide protection in a falling market by capturing less of 
the downside while continuing to deliver above-market income. Min Vol portfolios are typically populated 
with stocks with low betas, meaning relatively more stable prices.

Typical Stocks
Ideal candidates for a Min Vol portfolio often have some or all of the following characteristics:

1-An established and stable business model
Min Vol stocks tend to be those of well-established companies with solid market-share positions in their 
core markets and the financial and competitive strength to weather near-term fluctuations in their busi-
ness. This allows them to carry on for the long term regardless of changes in the market environment.

2-Participation in steady or slow-growth industries
The underlying companies also tend to operate within stable, often slow-growth sectors that respond 
predictably to a range of economic conditions. Many of these sectors are regarded as defensive, such as 
utilities.

3-Above-market dividend yield
An above-market dividend yield is not a requirement per se for a Min Vol stock, but rather a result of 
the fact that these stocks often come from high-yield sectors. And these high dividend yields are usually 
maintained or even increased, as their shareholders tend to place great importance on growing dividends.

Failure of Capital Asset Pricing Model
Many investors assume that the trade-off for taking on less risk (less beta) is an expectation of lower 
return compared to a high-risk, high-reward strategy. Not only is that not always the case, in fact the op-
posite is often true. A foundation of academic investing literature is that the capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM) predicts a stock’s return based on its beta. Many investors hold that the higher the beta and the 
higher the willingness to take on risk, the greater the expected return on the asset. Given that stocks tend 
to gain about 10% annually and given the current multi-year bull market, investors are increasingly willing 
to chase higher betas in pursuit of higher returns. But note the use of the word “chase” above. 
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Tweet of the Month (cont):
The laws of supply and demand suggest that investors, are willing to pay more for high-demand stocks. 
The hope of capturing the next early-stage Apple or Facebook creates irrational expectations. It also 
causes two interconnected effects: by over-allocating resources to pay for flashy stocks that have become 
overpriced, investors under-allocate resources to low-risk stocks, causing them to be underpriced. Entire 
classes of investors, such as momentum investors, may also ignore low-beta stocks, further driving down 
their price.

Low-beta stock outperformance
A strategy that begins with a portfolio of underpriced stocks thus appears well-positioned for outper-
formance. This intuitive assumption is supported by academic literature. In a 2013 paper called “Betting 
Against Beta” (Frazzini and Pedersen), the authors demonstrated low-beta outperformance in 18 of 19 
global equity markets and in multiple bond markets. A 2011 study (Baker and Haugen) that measured US 
stock returns over 40 years demonstrated long-term outperformance of low-risk portfolios as well as the 
expected lower volatility.

Avoid the need for market timing
Min Vol also mitigates timing risk given its relatively smoother performance across a multi-year time frame. 
In other words, investors may buy into a Min Vol strategy at any time in the market cycle, knowing that 
buying in bull markets won’t lead to badly lagging performance, while buying in bear markets allows them 
to limit the impact of a correction.

The case for Min Vol strategies
Stock markets do have a tendency to go up over the long term. Nonetheless, periodic corrective phases 
are the norm in a healthy and sustainable stock market. Selling episodes cull stocks that have risen with the 
market rather than on merit, while helping to sustain the longer-term advance by luring in Johnny-come-
lately investors priced out of earlier rallies.

This argues for allocating a portion of equity holdings to Min Vol strategies. Given that market timing is a 
key impediment to total returns, Min Vol’s smoother-than-benchmark performance track record and rela-
tive outperformance during corrective episodes is particularly attractive.

Recommended Investments
An alternative to selecting direct stocks is to buy low-cost exchange traded funds (“ETFs”). These funds 
trade on the London Stock Exchange and can be traded throughout the trading day. The Min Vol ETFs cov-
ering the major geographical regions are:

ETF        Ticker TER
iShares Edge MSCI World Minimum Volatility ETF  MVOL  0.30%
iShares Edge S&P 500 Minimum Volatility ETF  SPMV  0.20%
iShares Edge MSCI Europe Minimum Volatility ETF  MVEU  0.25% 
iShares Edge MSCI EM Minimum Volatility ETF  EMMV  0.40%


